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Introduction
The end of the decade marks a period of remarkable achievement for the aviation
industry. What seemed impossible during the first ten years of the century has been
fulfilled in the second: a decade of airline profitability. However, despite a strong finish
to the period, the lows in 2019 at times seemed to outweigh the highs.
Airline net profit remained robust in 2019 at an estimated
$26 billion, although continued US dollar strength and
moderate fuel prices concentrated profits in mature
markets. Airlines felt the pinch with more than twenty
failures by carriers operating nearly 400 aircraft.
Lessors quickly set to work on the re-marketing task
and redeployed efficiently reflecting strong demand.
The asset-backed securities (ABS) market saw robust
issuances with eighteen transactions and nearly $10
billion of volume for the year. Eight lessors have now
achieved investment grade credit ratings deepening
their access to cost efficient and sustainable capital.
Aircraft manufacturers struggled on both sides of the
ocean, some more than others. Airbus wrestled with
industrial recovery on its single-aisle production lines
while Boeing and the entire industry are grappling with the
repercussions of the tragic Boeing 737 MAX accidents.
While in 2019 we buckled up, in 2020 we will navigate
through turbulence. The fog of geopolitics will continue
with hot spots abounding, from US trade confrontations,
escalating tensions in the Middle East, and unrest in Hong
Kong. Elections in the US and a potential end in sight
to the BREXIT saga will also mark the year ahead. From
turbulence emerges opportunity. Improved airline profits
are forecasted although several sizable carriers remain on
life support and where fuel prices go remains uncertain.

“”
While in 2019 we buckled up,

in 2020 we will navigate through
turbulence. The fog of geopolitics
will continue with hot spots
abounding, from US trade
confrontations, escalating tensions
in the Middle East, and unrest in
Hong Kong.
Steady traffic growth is likely as airlines rationalize capacity
while the economy drives long-term demand for air travel.
2020 will set the baseline for aviation’s carbon offsetting
and reduction scheme, gradually tying the industry to
its carbon neutral growth promise. Following our review
below of key industry trends, a selection of fearless
forecasts concludes our welcome to the new year.
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The Environment as a Higher Purpose
Flygskam became a common call in 2019. “Flight
shaming” was a meaningful drag on growth for air
travel in Northern Europe, with Sweden experiencing
its first year-over-year decline in capacity since the
financial crisis. Commercial aviation today accounts
for some 2% of global carbon emissions. The fact is
the marginal cost of reducing the other 98% is lower.
Jet fuel has more than 40 times the energy density of
batteries meaning aviation’s disruptive technologies
are challenging to mature and will be capital intensive
to implement. Nonetheless, the industry must be
relentless in its efforts to continuously improve and
communicate its progress to the flying public.

Efficiency improvements have long been a hallmark of
aviation given the strong incentive for airlines to reduce
cost through reduced fuel burn. The MAX grounding
resulted in approximately 1.5 million tonnes of additional
CO2 emissions that would have been avoided if new
aircraft flew instead of old, the carbon equivalent of some
1.8 million additional passengers flying New York to Paris
return. Fleet transition to new-technology will accelerate in
2020 as production shifts to the newest variants, improving
seat-mile efficiency but not fast enough to offset the
growth in air travel.
ICAO’s Carbon Offsetting and Reduction Scheme for
International Aviation (CORSIA) creates a market-based
scheme for the industry to begin to tackle its emissions
challenge. 2020 is set to be the program’s baseline. Nearly
two hundred electrically propelled aircraft projects are in
varying stages of development around the world with the
promise to revolutionize urban mobility. Hybrid solutions
may offer the next step-change efficiency improvement for
inter-city travel. However, neither technology is expected to
be ready for mass adoption in the near- to medium-term.

Airlines Stay Aloft
Reversion to the mean kicked-in as passenger traffic
growth of 4.2% in 2019 returned to the long-term
trend, down from 7.4% in 2018 and 8.1% in 2017. The
benefit of lower fuel prices was offset by declining
yields to generate the fifth highest airline industry net
profit on record, following the highs in 2015 to 2017.
The cargo market stalled as world trade entered a
downturn demonstrating that the promise of next-day
delivery is not enough to overcome half-filled freighters
flying trans-Pacific. Mature markets, including North
America and Europe, maintained strong fundamentals
while network planners in Asia Pacific and the Middle East
rationalized previous overly optimistic capacity growth
plans. Revenues grew (+3.2%) but so did costs (+3.8%)
resulting in a declining estimated net margin of 3.1% in
2019, down from 3.4% in 2018 and 5.0% in 2017. Fuel
cost at 2018 levels would have wiped out the entire 2019
net profit. With fuel on the rise in the early rounds of 2020,
unhedged airlines will be challenged.
More than twenty airline defaults occurred in 2019,
including Jet Airways, Avianca Brazil, and Thomas Cook.
The number of aircraft released to the market due to airline
failures exceeded historical peaks in 2009 and 2012.
Lessors have rapidly gone to work rebalancing their fleets.
The worst may not be over.

Cycles still rule the industry despite moderation from
production constraints, airline consolidation, and aircraft
leasing. In 2020 airlines will conserve cash to protect their
balance sheets, preparing for the downturn that didn’t
come during the last decade.
Capacity discipline supported by delayed deliveries
took hold across the globe with all regions except Africa
experiencing higher passenger traffic growth than capacity
expansion, resulting in fewer empty seats on full aircraft.
Consolidation enabled North American carriers to generate
65% of global airline profits in 2019. In Europe, acquisitions
and failures resulted in the same: reduced competition in
an overly fragmented market. More is expected in 2020.
Chinese carriers’ growth slowed considerably in 2019 with
domestic capacity up around 8%. This is a reduction from
the 11% levels seen in recent years. International capacity
growth cooled to 5.5%, half of the recent trend. Regardless,
air fares still needed to be discounted which, combined
with a weakening yuan, put pressure on profit margins.
Chinese carriers have not placed a single-aisle order with
Airbus or Boeing since 2017. Boeing has not received a
widebody commitment from China over the same period,
stressing 787 production plans. China’s order drought is
likely to result in continued slowing growth and the need for
large-scale lessor placements to fill the void.
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Southeast Asia demonstrated mixed growth in 2019, with
the largest markets of Indonesia, Thailand, and Malaysia
slowing considerably while expansion in Vietnam and the
Philippines heated up. The onslaught of low-cost carriers
continues to pressure incumbents. Half of the seats in
the region are now flown by LCCs resulting in significant
financial pressure on legacy carriers. The Middle East saw
a steep drop in demand growth, but equivalent capacity
adjustments often borne by the OEM’s demonstrated a
preference for profitability over market share, a healthy
evolution of the global connector business model.
Reports of the death of the network carrier business model
have been greatly exaggerated. Network carriers enter the
new decade operating about half of the passenger fleet,
the same share as a decade ago. While the growth of lowcost carriers and airline consolidation have dramatically
altered the airline landscape, the names of seven of the top
ten carriers by fleet size remained the same from the end of
2009 to the end of 2019. Size matters in the airline industry
with revenue growth just as important as cost control.

“”
Reports of the death of the

network carrier business model
have been greatly exaggerated.
Network carriers enter the new
decade operating about half of the
passenger fleet, the same share as
a decade ago.

Manufacturers Lose Altitude
Manufacturers on both sides of the ocean struggled
in 2019 but a path to recovery is apparent. Airbus
and Boeing’s final delivery count topped 1,200,
down from more than 1,600 in 2018 primarily due
to the nine-month (and counting) grounding of the
737 MAX. Did customers’ insatiable appetite for
improved efficiency put too much pressure on the
manufacturers? Net orders remained relatively
strong for Airbus at 768 but Boeing’s total plunged
as it focused on the MAX return-to-service.
Boeing faced multiple headwinds throughout 2019.
First flight of the 777X was postponed. The 777-8
variant was paused. 787 production rate cuts were
announced. All hands focused on the MAX challenge.
2020 offers a new start to a new year with an opportunity
to overcome the challenges of the year gone by.
Airbus is working through industrial challenges that
are plaguing the most aggressive production ramp-up
in commercial aircraft history. It took Airbus the entire
decade of the 1990s to build an additional fifteen
aircraft per month, a task it will have accomplished in
just the past three years. Despite its own challenges,
Airbus went on the offensive in 2019 announcing
further single-aisle production rate increases and
launching yet another variant of the A321neo.

The A321XLR launch garnered key wins at customers
Boeing had targeted for the NMA. While talk of Boeing’s
NMA quieted to a whisper in 2019 the volume is likely
to pick-up later in 2020 with the expected return to
service of the MAX and reverberations of Airbus’
XLR are felt. A330neo net orders of 99 in 2019
topped the tally of all years since its launch in 2014,
demonstrating there is a market for a competitive
entry-level widebody with a strong family legacy.
Consolidation begets more consolidation. As the
Airbus–C Series joint venture has established itself,
Boeing and Embraer look to close their own tie-up. It
has been a better year for the A220, recording 118
gross orders from 9 customers and establishing itself
as a viable long-term program in a market segment ripe
for renewal. Mitsubishi will finish the unwinding of the
Bombardier Commercial Aircraft legacy in 2020 with
the acquisition of the CRJ program following the sale
of the Q400 and de Havilland Canada brand in 2019.
With more products to choose from than ever
before, owners of aircraft must be vigilant in their
portfolio management, selecting those types that
have strong liquidity and residual value prospects
while avoiding value-traps in niche assets.
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Lessors Search for Opportunity
Lessors are now firmly in the majority when it comes
to taking delivery of new aircraft. Half of Airbus and
Boeing deliveries were to lessors in 2019, either from
direct orders or through sale leasebacks (SLBs). With
more than $150 billion of new aircraft financings
required in 2020, lessors will continue to be vital
partners for airlines and manufacturers. Rating
agencies have responded to improving lessor balance
sheets and risk profiles with credit upgrades as
lessors continue to migrate their funding strategy from
secured to unsecured debt. Investment grade rated
players with global platforms are best positioned to
seize the opportunities that present.

Consolidation continued in the leasing space as MUFG
acquired DVB, Tokyo Century completed its takeover of
ACG, Accipiter and MCAP joined to form AMCK. AerCap,
ALC, and Fly will soon be the only US publicly listed players
following Aircastle’s recent acquisition announcement. The
consistent inability of the public equity markets to value
lease-encumbered assets managed by global platforms
at or above naked aircraft values favours sources of equity
with a longer-term horizon.
The ABS market accelerated in 2019 with eighteen
transactions valued at nearly $10 billion, an almost 30%
increase from 2018 and more than double from 2016.
Continued growth is expected in the new year as lessors
tap the market for attractive financing rates and portfolio
dispositions. Enhanced Equipment Trust Certificate (EETC)
issuances nearly doubled in 2019 to approximately $7
billion, but off a low base. Steady or increasing value of
issuances is expected in 2020 as airlines hunker down due
to profit headwinds.

Fearless Forecasts
As the aviation industry looks ahead to the opportunity
2020 may bring, our fearless forecasts mix ambition
with optimism and a healthy dose of humility:
•	The 737 is here to stay. Boeing’s 737 MAX
will safely return to revenue service in 2020.
Airlines and passengers will turn up to fly. Trading
markets will re-open and values will be supported
by strong demand for Boeing’s most popular
product. The world needs more Boeing aircraft
to support growing demand for air travel.
•	No new major commercial aircraft programs will be
launched. Manufacturers will return to their knitting: ontime deliveries. The A321XLR will compete uncontested
as Boeing will not launch the NMA in 2020. Talk of
single-aisle replacement aircraft will be quieted as
regulators verify the strengths of the current offerings.
•	The mid-life space may cool as manufacturers
get back on-track with deliveries and passenger
traffic remains near the long-term trend. Airlines
may find themselves flying fewer hours per
aircraft or pushing older metal out as new A320s
and 737s are injected to the operating fleet.

•	Despite economic headwinds and increasing
geopolitical unrest, capital markets will remain
open to established players, confirming the
benefit of an investment grade rating. The ABS
market will see strong demand for issuances
in 2020, continuing its 2019 pace.
•	Aviation gets serious about the environment with
an increasing number of concrete proposals from
a variety of players to meet the 2050 industry goal
of a reduction in net aviation carbon emissions of
50% by 2050, relative to 2005 levels. In 2020, urban
mobility solutions will demonstrate electrification of
air travel is feasible, if at first only on short sectors.
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